
D32251:32

Resin model of a

Bentley B.R. 2
British Rotary Aero Engine 235 H.P.

Detailed instruction



First step is cutting of the crankcase (part 14) from the casting block. For this purpose one
can use razor saw, and next micro milling machine to remove any excess of casting block.
The same you should do with cylinders (part 1).
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Having ready crank case and cylinders, attach cylinders to crankcase with the use of a
two-component glue. It is only one position possible, nevertheless you should care about
correct alignment of each cylinder. It's extremely important for overall engine's geometry.
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Having cylinders attached to crank case, you should mount cylinders fasteners (part 3).
Cut if of from the casting blocks and attach in the correct places, as in the picture below.
Fasteners are little longer then cylinders, so now you should cut it of at the correct length.
I use for this purpose very sharp modelling knife, and toothpick for keeping the element.
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Now it's time for mounting the cylinders heads (part 2). Cut it of from the casting blocks.
Next, mount at the cylinders tops. Use any two-component glue, to have time for 
positioning. Only correct position is possible (elements have positioning dowels). 
Be careful, these elements are really fragile!
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To prepare the thrust box and induction pipes, remove thrust box (15) from the casting 
block. For easier handling, you can attach any match or toothpick to casting block. You can
use razor saw, but you should do this with care - it's really easy to damage this element 
during cutting. As in the case of crank case, you can use milling machine for final sanding.
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Next remove lower induction pipes (22) from the casting block. Do this in the correct spot,
like depicted below.Attach prepared lower induction pipes to the thrust box. 
Do not confuse direction!
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Having the crankcase with lower induction pipes put together, attach this element to the
crankcase. Keep correct geometry - looking from the back, induction pipes (parts 21)
should be parallel to cylinders.
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Remove the induction pipes (parts 21) from the casting block, like it was shown in the 
picture below. Try to fit this part and adjust the length by cutting. Having the induction pipes 
with correct length, mount it with the use of two-component glue.
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Carefully remove the valve cages (parts 13) from the casting block, like it was shown in the 
picture below with the use very sharp modeling knife. You can cut the casting block for 
better handling. Next put it in the correct place at the top of the cylinder. For fixing use
dissolved paint.
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Mount the valves system with respect of firing order. Cut of rockers (17) and springs (16)
from the casting blocks. Cut the rockers fastenings (18) with the parts of casting blocks for 
better handling. Mount the valve systems with no use of glue (click system). You need
5 open valves (spring stressed - "O"), 10 closed valves (springs released "C") and 
4 half open (springs half-released - "O/C").
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According to the next schema mount valves 
systems at tops of cylinders, like has been 
shown at the picture below. Valves fastenings 
should be mounted in pre-drilled holes in 
cylinders heads. Tappets (11) and pushing 
rods (20) will be mounted later.
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Now we can prepare propeller mount system. There are parts 4-9

Of you want to mount propeller, use propeller shaft (7). Just remowe this part from 
the casting block and set at the hole in the crankcase.
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In the case of showing detailed propeller fastening system, use the part 6 as a connector.

Remove it from the casting block, and place into the hole in the crankcase.
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Mount the propeller fastening system.Remove the parts 4 and 5 from the casting block. 
Smooth the cutting surfaces with a sanding paper. At the center of the bottom of part 4 
drill the hole with diameter of  0.95 mm. 

Connect parts 4 and 5 together with no use of glue. Mount the bolts (9). For positioning
use only diluted paint. Cut the bolts in the correct lenght.
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Remove the sloted nuts (parts 8) from the casting block. Attach it at the bottom side of the 
propeller fastening system.

The propeller fastening system is ready. Attach it to the crank case via part 6 with using of 
two component glue.
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Prepare the engine parts for painting. Remove wooden stand (part 25)  from the casting 
block. The same do with central support (part 23). The spark plugs (parts 12) remowe from 
the casting block and place at the and og tooth stick with using of cyanoacrylate glue.
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Paint the crankcase with cylinders and propeller fastening steel color. Use the same color
for tappets (parts 11), pushrods (parts 20) valve rockers fasenings (part 18) and pushrods 
fastenings (parts 19). For tapper rods (parts 10) and spark plugs connectors (parts 24) use 
brass color. 



Paint spark plugs (parts 12) and central support (part 23) according to the schema.

The stand should be paint wood color.
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Place the spark plugs
connectors (parts 24)
inside holes in centrl
support (part 23). For 
positioning use 
two-component glue

Place the tappet rods
(parts 10) inside holes 
in the crankcase
(part 14). For 
positioning use 
two-component glue, 
or a drop of wash paint.
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Use little wash to make
your model more 
realistic.



With using of side spanner (part 26) mount ready spark plugs into the holes in cylinders
heads.
Next, use the attached wire with diameter 0.08mm to connect spark plygs with electric 
plugs, like has been shown in the picture below. 



Cut of push rods 
(part 20) from the 
casting block.The same
do with tappets
(part 11) and fastening 
of the push rods with 
valve rockers (part 17)

Place the tappets 
(part 11) inside tappet 
rods (parts 10). Take 
into consideration the 
firing order, like it was 
clarified earlier. See
the pictures of a real 
object in the next page.
For positioning use 
two-component glue.
Next place the fastening 
of push rod in valve 
rocker with no using 
any glue. Cut the push 
rod at the proper lenght,
and place between 
tappet and fastening. 
Use two component 
glue for positioning.
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Documentation of the tappets position in Bentley engine. 



The enginealmost ready. Place the crankcase in the central support with using of two 
component glue. The engine can be placed into the stand to exposition.
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